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Abstract

The Engineering Management concentration of the Master of Science in Professional Science (MSPS) degree program at Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU) was designed to provide Middle Tennessee’s booming manufacturing industry with skilled graduates trained both in both engineering methodologies—including PMI Project Management, Six Sigma, and lean manufacturing—and in business management. Students in this program learn business and engineering skills in the classroom, then apply them in the field through class projects and a complex capstone internship, which takes the place of a traditional thesis. Thus, the Engineering Management program requires strong industry partnerships for the education and graduation of its students.

The MSPS Advisory Board, which consists of local industry leaders and program alumni, acts to grow and maintain these critical industry partnerships. The Advisory Board’s role is 1) to provide the class-projects and internships required for the students’ successful careers and 2) to ensure that the curricula stays leading-edge and covers the needs of regional employers. By leveraging the experience and knowledge of the board, the program has been able to expand the opportunities for internships for its students and for industry collaborations with its faculty. In this paper, we discuss the roles of the Engineering Management internship class and of the Advisory Board in improving student success, particularly in internship and job placement.

Introduction

Professional Science Master’s Degrees (PSMs) were started in the late 1990’s to bridge the gap between science and industry and educate students in both advanced Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) topics and business management. These degree programs are dependent on regional industries for both curricula input—to make sure the students are learning the leading-edge technology that employers need—and for internships, which take the place of the research thesis in traditional Master of Science programs.¹

The Master of Science in Professional Science (MSPS) degree program at MTSU was started in 2004 to provide middle Tennessee with a best-educated professional STEM workforce. The degree program requires students to take 21 credit hours of graduate-level coursework in their concentration and 15 credit hours of MSPS Business Core classes. All but one of these MBA-level core classes were designed for the program and are instructed by faculty from the Jones College of Business at MTSU. The other core class, covering applied statistics and probability, is taught by the MTSU Department of Mathematics faculty. This strong business core equips
students to be business-savvy STEM professionals and to quickly move into management positions in their careers.

The Engineering Management concentration was started in late 2013 to provide Middle Tennessee’s booming manufacturing sector with professionals with education in both engineering improvement processes (like project management and Six Sigma) and in management. Since that time, it has grown to a current enrollment of 19 students and has graduated 22 students. Like the other MSPS concentrations, all Engineering Management students must complete an internship instead of a thesis. The internships have been hugely successful for both the students and the employers, as discussed below.

Internship Class

Part of the MSPS Business Core (which all MSPS students are required to take, not just Engineering Management students) is the Internship course. This 3-credit course is available only to students who have completed a majority of their studies, usually in their last or second-to-last semester. Students, with the help of the MSPS Graduate Coordinator, are responsible for finding and securing their internship. Once approved by their faculty advisor and the internship class instructor (a faculty member of the Jones College of Business), the student can enroll in the class. The requirements for the internship is that it be at least 250-hours long, the project must involve both their science or engineering education and their business skills, and the internship must begin and end around the same time as the semester. These criteria help guarantee that the students engage in impactful, career-building internships. The class requires weekly journal submissions, reports, feedback from both the intern and the intern’s manager, and a final 10-minute presentation at the end of the semester. Because of these internship and class requirements, the internship meets current Department of Labor internship guideline suggestions, and the internships can be paid or unpaid (although almost all are paid).

Internship placement has traditionally been a persistent issue for PSM programs across the country. Consistent placement is needed to maintain desired graduation rates, and good placement is of great benefit to the student’s career development and future employment. While finding and securing an internship is ultimately the student’s responsibility, the MSPS program has significantly helped this process by hiring a Graduate Coordinator, who

- reaches out to local industry to provide more opportunities for MSPS internships;
- coaches students looking for their internship on how to uncover opportunities, network, and update resumes to match position openings; and
- acts as a single point-of-contact for businesses who are looking for interns.

An additional way the MSPS program has found to help connect its students to industry and to build strong partnerships with local companies is through leveraging the MSPS Advisory Board. The Graduate Coordinator collects the resumes of students looking for an internship for the next semester and then sends them to advisory board members to review. Board members can then contact the student if they have a project that they think would be ideal for a student, or may decide to open up several internship positions based on the strength of the candidates. Some of
the MSPS Advisory Board members are alumni, and so understand how useful and beneficial providing these internship are for both the student and the company.

Over 70% of MSPS are offered full-time positions by their internship employers\(^3\), which shows that employers are significantly impressed with the knowledge and professionalism of these diverse, talented students (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Engineering Management students after completing their internship presentation in Spring 2018.](image)

Engineering Management students have been particularly successful in securing career-starting internships at major regional manufacturing plants (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Companies where students have completed Engineering Management internships.](image)

**Advisory Board**

The MSPS Advisory Board was established at the same time as the MSPS Program to help guide and support its development. Since that time, as the program and its concentrations have grown, so has the roles of the board. The current mission statement for the board is as follows:

*The MSPS Advisory Board is the liaison designed to bridge the gap between education and industry by working with MTSU to make recommendations regarding strategies to promote and expand the MSPS program.*

*The overall goals of the MSPS Advisory Board are as follows:*
• To develop and maintain lasting partnerships among industry leaders
• To work with vendors in securing donated lab equipment
• To obtain and secure regular internship positions
• To aid in post-graduate career placement
• To expand the MSPS fundraising network

The MSPS Advisory Board consists of 56 members of companies and institutions, as well as members from MTSU faculty. Eight board members are associated with the Engineering Management program, including a graduate of the program. Once a year, the board meets to go over our current curricula to ensure that our students are getting the most relevant and in-demand skills and training needed by regional and national employers.

For example, at the 2018 MSPS Advisory Board meeting, the board discussed the importance of our students to develop basic programming skills. For each MSPS concentration, the board discussed what programs would be useful for students to learn to prepare them for the data work in their internships and careers. The board came to the conclusion that learning the statistical programming language R in the required core statistics course would benefit all students and provide the necessary skills and background to easily pick up other programming languages. This change in curriculum will begin in the fall of 2018.

Conclusion

In order to prepare STEM graduate students interested in pursuing industry careers rather than academic and research careers, the Council of Graduate studies recently recommended that graduate programs create expanded partnerships with employers to better the professional development needed by these students. PSM degree programs are ideally suited to meet this growing need, as they focus on developing STEM and business management skills in students.

The MSPS Advisory Board is a great example of how such expanded partnerships can benefit both students and the employers. By helping place our students into internships, the advisory board ensures that we can provide our students with the practical experience they will need to start a successful career. The employers get the added benefit of being able to recruit top talent from our MSPS programs. Additionally, by helping the MSPS program review its curricula and provide input on the performance and skills of the internship students, the advisory board members keep our programs agile and on the leading edge of current industry trends.

As manufacturing in middle Tennessee grows, so too will the need for Engineering Management professionals. The MSPS Engineering Management concentration will be able to meet this local and national need by leveraging the expertise of its advisory board to provide the best education and best internships for its students.
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